
	  
	  

	  
	  

The Promise of Tomorrow 

By Olga Ziminska 

Life in Rhyolite was never anything out of the ordinary. The people were common, never 

needing a reason to trash the reputation or others or to blame those in neighboring towns. The 

village I lived in with my family was anything but an urban playground. Our lifestyle in the West 

was comforting and it lacked the complexity that would drive someone wild. Don’t get me 

wrong, we weren’t country folk who had no access to the civilization outside our short and 

scattered grasslands. Rhyolite, Nevada was just as technologically advanced as the next town 

over, but our need for sports cars and high-speed internet was never at the top of our priority list. 

But out of all the technology we had access to; phones were our greatest allies, which allowed us 

to keep in touch with Pop.  My Pop was one of our communities most trusted and respect horse 

trainers and breeders. His passion was clear with the work that he did in the stables and that only 

helped his business that was thankfully thriving while others began to descend and crumble to 

the ground. In time, people were finding less of a need for horses when they had cars to transport 

them wherever they needed to go. Horses were now simply companions to some and to others, 

the key to victory in competitions, which Pop specialized in training. Experience, Pop always 

said, was what kept our family’s business strong and successful. For some the lack of experience 

and passion was what sent them on the road from Rhyolite and to the city to join the suit-wearing 

industrials because herding cattle and training horses just wasn’t brining enough income into 

their households to sustain a lifestyle that they had grown accustomed to. As more people began 

moving out of our small town, where the news of the world beyond the short grasslands was 

hushed, Pop always mentioned that some people just weren’t cut out for the life of a breeder like 

we were. He said that the passion for it had to be in our blood and maybe he was right. 

Aside from business that faded while others thrived, everyone kept to themselves when it 

came to news from neighboring towns. Perhaps that was why little talk circulated the town’s 

shops about the repeating news casts concerning the town only four miles away from ours. News 

anchors repeated words like “mystery” and “unexplained death” on a loop for weeks without 

causing anyone to stir in their seats at home. Well, anyone but my Pop. After hearing reports of 

towns facing inexplicable destruction  that even the most technologically capable meteorologists 

could not predict, he didn't want to sit around knowing that others were in trouble, including the 



	  
	  

	  
	  

horses he trained to race in those towns. It had been days since he left Rhyolite in search of 

answers and any sign of the horses. During those days, Ma didn't dare to turn on the radio or the 

television because she didn't want the “damned white noise turning my brains to mush” when I 

knew very well that it wasn't the case. 

Dad left safety and marched right into a warzone with an unknown enemy, to protect 

what he raised. 

With him being gone, I was left to be the man of the house who had to look after Ma and 

the barn we owned in town. Being raised around horses, I had no trouble adjusting to the role of 

the leader when my free time was always spent in their company. Although while I always felt a 

sense of peace around them, there was something not quite right the morning I walked into the 

stables and found the horses huddled and whining in their separate stalls. All but one kept still. 

“Crescent?” I asked as if she would respond to me. 

Her silver mane fell over her dark eye, huffing heavily onto my hand when I reached out 

to sooth her coarse coat. Her breath was cold, moist, unsettling at the initial feel. 

“Wanna tell me what's goin' on here? What's got all of your little tails in a bunch?” I 

chuckled to myself before turning to examine the state of the barn. It was locked when I got 

there, so no one could have gotten in. The food was there, barely touched, even, and the tubs of 

water were still filled to the brim. Everything appeared to be fine in terms of their essentials, so 

what was it that kept the poor beasts down on all fours? 

“Char!”  

Before turning back to Crescent and the others, the barn doors were forced open, 

swinging further than the hinges tolerated and slammed against the wall. A normal person would 

have immediately turned and looked for the source of the noise, but I had no need to turn when I 

knew exactly who it was. Jerome Hale was my daily visitor during the summer, so it was no 

surprise that he showed up that morning. But while he normally marched in full force with a 

collected attitude, he stumbled in breathless, bug-eyed, and unlike I had ever seen him before. 

“Afternoon?” 



	  
	  

	  
	  

Still panting, Jerome walked forward with his hand secured at his chest. “Your,” he 

started. “Your Ma wants you home right now.” 

I wanted to jump right into asking why he couldn’t just tell me what was making him 

wheeze, but he straightened out and exhaled sharply. “I ain’t sayin’ shit to you, Char. Your Ma 

just about kicked me out of your house to come get you. Woman even jacked my smokes!” 

From his strange front only minutes ago, Jerome was back to his normal collected and 

“tough” self. Guess nothing was wrong with him, but that then left the source of his wild 

entrance. My mother was a reasonable woman who knew I had the responsibility of taking care 

of the horses, so she would never pull me away unless she really needed to. But sending my 

friend to call for me gave me reason to worry. 

With the house being a good twenty minute walk from the barn, I secured a saddle on 

Crescent to cut back on time. By the time Jerome and I made it back, Ma was on the porch, 

waving around a phone as an incentive to move faster. 

That was all it took for me to kick Crescent to push herself to kick against the dry ground 

faster, to give it all she had. If Ma was swinging around the phone, then it could only be one and 

only one person waiting on the other line. 

Pop. 

Nearly hopping off the horse, I sprinted to the porch to snatch the receiver from her 

already frail hands. I didn’t notice it at first, but her eyes were glossed over and her shirt was 

stained—blotches of darkened shades covered her apron.  

“P-Pop?” I asked, breathing heavily into the phone. 

“Charlie! Are you alright? The horses? They’re okay, aren’t they?” 

“Yeah, they’re fine. A bit freaked out, but they’re alright. Is something wrong? You 

sound a bit weird.” 

I heard him chuckle from the other side, which made me think of the many talks we had 

throughout my life. And if I remembered anything from them, then it was that his dry and forced 



	  
	  

	  
	  

laugh was anything but one of joy. All it did was take up time while he thought of how to phrase 

disappointment to me.   

“I wish I could say everything was fine, but I don’t think it would be right. Char--” 

“What?” 

“Something is happening. I-I can’t explain it, but you need to get everyone to leave town 

immediately. Take Ma a--” He stopped abruptly, interrupted by coughing and pleading from 

somewhere near him. I heard him asking someone to wait a minute longer, but that minute was 

all it took for the connection I had to him to disconnect, leaving me with nothing but a dead tone. 

“Pop?!” 

The line was dead as was my expression at the sight of my mother erupting in wild sobs. 

Somehow I felt she knew, she knew that there was something going on, and the reason for the 

sudden cut-off of the line had nothing to do with a poor connection. I couldn’t speak, but review 

what Pop had told me, instructed me to do. 

“We have to leave,” I stated plainly before glancing at Jerome and Crescent, “Pop said 

we have to leave. Something ain’t right here I-I don’t think we’ll find out what it is from him.” 

The words burned as they crept up, clawing at my throat, but if I knew Pop, then I knew that he 

was not playing around. Trouble was near and it was my job to help just like he always did. At 

least those were my intentions. To follow in my father’s footsteps was everything I ever wanted, 

but that day news might have reached us an hour too late. The air was tense and the subtle breeze 

had died down to nothing. The cream-colored clouds turned a deep and threatening emerald as 

they hovered above us. The unsuspecting town of Rhyolite was the next victim, wasn’t it? 

Pop said he didn’t know what was going on, but surely this must have been it. The 

reactions of the horses must have been the hint that something was coming and yet I chose to 

ignore it. The beasts were wise to tremble and I was a fool to walk away without them. 

“Damn!” I growled, launching forward to run down the creaking stairs, but Ma grabbed 

me by the arm and yanked me back to her. She hushed me like a child before we knew what it 



	  
	  

	  
	  

was he had to do. There was no choice left when I saw the first hint of chaos spiraling from the 

sky. Running was out of the question. There was no time. 

I led Crescent down the slope of the cellar as carefully as I could. Four hooves could only 

hold back the weight of a massive mass for so long before giving in. Slowly, we stepped down 

the slanted pavement so I could shelter her. With some luck, the chances of the entrance being 

blocked off were quite slim with it being away from our house, but at a safe distance away from 

possible debris. If I could not save the lives others, then I would do anything and everything 

trying to save that one. After securing Crescent in the safest area I could think of beside our 

house, I ran back inside to join Ma and Jerome, who were huddled in the living room as far away 

from the windows as they could get. Everything slowed down when an unsettling silence settled 

over our home to the point even the softest rattles of the door hinge against our cracked door 

frame echoed and bounced off the picture cluttered walls. Each rattle rang above the approaching 

chaos, but it wasn’t loud enough to drown out the fact that Ma was crying. Though not a squeak 

left her delicate lips, the shaking of her slender frame as she hovered over us was enough to see 

the pain and fear tangled within her being. It was almost identical to the way she shielded us 

each time the thunderous dust cloud made contact with ground of our thinning town. The news 

anchormen mentioned many times in the past that mother nature was becoming more ferocious, 

more unsuspecting, but who would imagine a tornado capable of wiping a town off the map on a 

cool May afternoon? Maybe Rhyolite was behind in learning that the world was changing in a 

way that made life easier and more dangerous all at once. The winters were warmer than they 

already were and the summers reached blazing temperatures—it was never quite like that 

growing up. 

“Charlie, my wonderful son,” Ma started with her tear-stained attempting to reach me. 

“Your father may not be here, but I have faith that you will do what he told you to do.” 

“Ma?” 

“Listen to me. Three towns have been severely hit by whatever the good Lord has 

bestowed upon us. It is a challenge that I know not all of us may overcome, but you must not 

stop and give up.” 

She continued talking to me as if she were on her deathbed, wanting me to become the 

living legacy of our family. It felt wrong, sick, even. I couldn’t even bear listening to her talk like 

that. Despite my discomfort, I didn’t dare tell her to stop. Ma and Pop were the only family I had 



	  
	  

	  
	  

left in the states, so I could only listen and promise when she asked me to. She made me promise 

that I would rise after the storm and leave the town I had always called home. It was then that I 

saw the gentle glimmer in her smile, but like all things that day: it didn’t last longer than the soft 

neighs of the horses. 

In the split second where silence failed to bother us, the glass of our windows shattered 

on impact of the wind rampaging maliciously through the streets of our town. Our doors creaked 

and snapped only to be lifted off the foundation to join the whirring funnel of wind. From a 

moment of silence came the frantic shrieks not from me or Jerome, but from my Mother, whose 

hold on us was slowly slipping just as her tears began their slow descent down her cheeks. I 

wanted to close my eyes and force myself out of the nightmare I saw before my eyes. There was 

no use and I had no strength left to hold both myself and my mother down against the ground. 

Somewhere in her eyes I saw the light inside her flicker and fade. She passed down the message 

she wanted me to get and the promise I was to keep and it was all she could do for me. 

I saw it all in a flash. Lights were flickering abnormally, swaying from side to side till the 

bulb popped-- wiping the light from my world to nothing but darkness, which engulfed us whole. 

After days of continuous crashes and explosions among the shouts of the civilians we 

grew to call our friends, we had reached calm beyond the now fallen town of Rhyolite. Its rocky 

lands were now nothing but rubble lining at our feet as we continued to push forward. What we 

once knew as the grocery store was nothing but pebbles lined at our feet, and the thrift store was 

no different. Rhyolite was nearly reduced to dust—but a speck on the map of our country. It was 

the third town reported to fall so suddenly with no clear cause aside from the fact that our 

world’s climate was shifting to something we could no longer predict. But as soon as the 

whirlwind moved on from Rhyolite, the chaos failed to cease. It was nothing more than a spec on 

the radar that left like a subtle breeze, leaving behind a down in turmoil full of civilians looking 

for their family and belongings. I spent the days that followed doing the same with Jerome close 

behind me. I tossed chunks of brick off the pile of collapsed houses and various stores that once 

stood and functioned in town, but like many others, I found zero answers or even signs that Ma 

was in alive. In the moment where all light disappeared from my life, I lost everything. Pop was 

missing with no way for me to reach him and Ma slipped right from my grasp to the heart of the 

storm. Without any knowledge, I had no reason left to hope or assume that beyond the rubble 

would be the light after the storm. With a town resting in ruin, what motivation was there to keep 



	  
	  

	  
	  

moving forward? The promise. By some miracle, I was able to save one life that my father spent 

his life protecting aside from his family. 

"Hey," I muttered while keeping my finger wound around the leather reins to lead 

Crescent over the fallen walls of the town's pharmacy. "Come on, girl. We'll get out of this 

mess." 

"Would you quit talkin' to the damn thing?" 

I turned, noticing Jerome hopping over the debris with his hands full of jackets and a 

pack of smokes he managed to scavenge from what was left of the grocery store. 

"The hell did you bring? You never know what's in those!" 

Jerome rolled his eyes before glaring at the four-legged companion I managed to protect 

through the mysterious turmoil in town. 

Even though there was no sign of any of our family members or even school friends, I 

managed to save one creature on my own, and it was Crescent. Stubborn horse, but she kept me 

sane through the mess. I thought that we needed that one thing to keep us going, to keep us from 

looking back at the pile of bodies that had shouted to the heavens as if something around them 

threatened to tear their flesh right off their bones. Apparently Jerome couldn't give half a damn 

about the condition Crescent was in, let alone about everyone else's. Maybe I really was different 

like Pop said. 

"I know damn well what's in these, horse whisperer, but I don't need to hear you bitching 

about my choices, okay?" 

"Couldn't you have at least looked around for some water? Crescent is getting thirsty and 

I am too. I don't know how long we'll be out wandering till we find shelter. Not even sure if there 

is such a thing anymore." 

Nothing. 

There was no point in starting some childish brawl over water when I knew very well that 

I would only lose more of my energy doing so. Despite our lack of supplies, we moved forward, 



	  
	  

	  
	  

stepping over more cracked bricks before reaching open land. Scattered with tufts of green and 

hay-colored grass, I could hardly recognize the field I once played in with my friends, my 

family, and even with Crescent. Every ounce of hope I once saw in the distance was now nothing 

but a washed-out and far-off dream. The star, which continued to beat down on our bare backs, 

showed no mercy because it didn't care about what was going on down here. I wasn't really sure 

if anyone did, but as my arm grew heavy, acquiring a weight much greater than anything I had 

ever felt, I didn't find any of my thoughts worthy of any attention. I let go of the reins almost 

immediately before the wound leather strained my arm even more as Crescent suddenly lost all 

animation in her body. She was like one of those marionettes whose strings were let loose. Her 

limbs buckled almost immediately under the entire mass of her body. Then there was her head 

that drooped as she fell to the parched floor. It all happened in a split second, I was sure, but it 

stretched out in my head into minutes. At first I stared at her as I did at every body that fell 

before my eyes the last couple of days, or was it hours? Instead of seeking cover, I walked to her 

with trembling limbs yearning to offer some healing touch, so she could get back up and follow 

us to safety. It was no good. The raspy breathing I tried so hard to block out was no longer a 

bother, because it wasn't audible, not even a little. 

"C-Crescent?" I blurted out with my hand against her muscular neck. 

"Charlie, this beast is down, man." 

Jerome’s hand touched my shoulder not in a way that matched his previous temperament, 

but in a more understanding and almost foreign one. Just like with everyone else, I knew that 

pathetic cracks in my voice and silent cries wouldn't make a difference. They didn't before, so 

why would they now? The fallen wouldn't rise and we would have to continue moving forward 

to seek life beyond our fallen town now populated with frozen bodies of past friends and now, 

with the body of my only pet and true friend, Crescent. 

The silence that has set over us soon dissolved at the gesture of Jerome’s hand extending 

down to me. 

"Cancer stick?" 



	  
	  

	  
	  

I watched him and the carefully wrapped tobacco between his fingers till I took it 

between my own as I helped myself up from beside the horse. My heart had intentions of burying 

the beast like Pop told me to do some time ago, but somehow I felt like it would have been 

wrong to bury evidence. What proof would have been there of the existence of human life if 

there was nothing to show? The mysterious and selective movement of chaos would continue 

migrating , plucking the lives from existence left and right without anyone knowing unless they 

had the trophy of destruction on display.  

"Come on," I muttered lazily with the cigarette sticking to my lips. "Let's get out of here 

before we miss our opportunity to get out." 

 


